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what a fun product to play with. i’m not an
instructor and i use the guest account to avoid
creating any data for my test lab. i also set the

provider for the guest account to
$env{cisco_storage_pool} in order to avoid filling up

my storage pool. i had trouble finding any
documentation for configuring the multicast service.
i have only been able to get success when using the

guest account. i found that adding a few lines of
code to the $cisco_group had very little effect, using
an account that has “network privileges,” could i set
the provider to my own mobility server. cisco docs
say that this is not possible. it’s a shame because
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some customers might forget to re-login. i found
that if i logged in as a user with “administrator”
privileges, then i could pass parameters to the

service with the multicast client. however, i was only
able to change a few configuration parameters

using this method. i tried to turn off all the check
boxes in the console but i couldn’t figure out how to
reset them. my windows and linux computers both
report that they are using a pipware windows ips
license. i wonder if that is why i can’t reset the

checkboxes. perhaps this is a cisco bug. i am going
to try this on a new computer but i am not

optimistic. i hope the new version of pipware
addresses this issue. hey guys, im actually working
on a lab to do this multicast has become viral for all
my customers! about the author: andres sarmiento,

ccie # 53520 (collaboration) with more than 13
years of experience, andres is specialized in the

unified communications and collaboration
technologies. consulted for several companies in

south florida, really nice article im actually working
on a lab to do this multicast has become viral for all
my customers! about the author: andres sarmiento,

ccie # 53520 (collaboration) with more than 13
years of experience, andres is specialized in the

unified communications and collaboration
technologies.
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this configuration is flexible. you can apply rules to
various interfaces on cisco unified communications
manager express and failover servers. you can also

have different tiers of call control by configuring
different call destinations on vxml-clients. the

following example shows how the rules are applied
to an "sw1" interface on a ccx or cuc server. the

simplest solution is to integrate the sccp interface
(also known as the "cisco unified communications
manager fabric interface") with the uccx port (the

uccx interface is not listed in the sccp section of the
integration wizard because it is not a valid sccp

interface). after that, the uccx and sccp interfaces
share the same ip address, and if the pap (port
access protocol) is used to authenticate a uccx

client in one of the uccx interfaces, it works on the
sccp interface as well. from cucm, you can be able

to see the following two commands are available for
a particular defined handset for which the following

vlan 2 are defined: ipv6 allowed ->ipv4 allowed;
ipv4 allowed->ipv6 allowed for rfr (redirect feature
request), cucm provides virtual feature request as

per this cucm doc. given below is the screen shot of
the vfr interface on ecs with the description of vfr
feature. the feature can be turned on or off on the
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main switch for access of this feature on the access
switch. in this two articles, one how to install ucma

on openvpn and the second is how to configure
ucma to send sms to ucma using ucma as a hub. the

first article explains how to configure openvpn
server and client to make routing work between the

two clients. the second article explains on how to
send sms via the hub smssender and smsreceiver.
note that this solution is based on openvpn client

and openvpn server, so this is not a pure cisco
unified communications manager (uccm) installation

and configuration. 5ec8ef588b
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